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Luxury villas and local vernacular.
Redefi ning the modern beach house.
The Coastal Living issue.
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Having worked with Tappeti for several years to 
create custom rugs and carpets for her clients, 
it was a natural evolution in the relationship 
when Tappeti approached Yasmine Ghoniem, 
principal of YSG to develop a range of 12 rugs for 
its TAPPETI X YSG COLLECTION. Infused 
with a rich spectrum, the rugs feature symbols 
and abstractions informed by Ghoniem’s half 
Egyptian heritage. Photo Nick De Lorenzo.

tappeti.com.au / ysg.studio

Italian outdoor brand Talenti has 
partnered with luxury designer 
Christophe Pillet to create the 
ALLURE COLLECTION, fusing 
sustainability and design in a new 
design-led range. Pillet describes the 
collection as minimalist furniture with 
a restless soul. Allure is the culmination 
of Talenti’s sustainable philosophy, using 
eco-friendly materials like Accoya wood, 
aluminum and recycled fabrics.

talentispa.com
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GUM is a modern 
textile by Utopia 
Goods, featuring a 
vibrant ferny green 
print that promises 
to become a classic. 
Its fluid leafy design 
partners perfectly 
with the new Golden 
Wattle release. Create 
an unforgettable 
statement with 
this modern textile 
masterpiece. 

utopiagoods.com

Fresh finds
Tonal shades in sorbet tones 
layer with sumptuous finishes in 
this fine selection.

Phoenix has launched THE CURATED FINISHES 
COLLECTION featuring eight finishes for tapware, 
showers and accessories. To inspire your own space, each 
of the finishes in the collection has been paired alongside 
contemporary bathroom materials. The range represents 
the Australian landscape, showcasing organic form and 
textural depth.

phoenixtapware.com.au

Isabelle d’Ornano, the founder of skincare brand Sisley, 
offers a glimpse into her unique, exceptional interiors in 
her new book WHAT A BEAUTIFUL WORLD! For 
the first time she shares her personal style, which blends 
heritage, art, grace and poetry.

sisley-paris.com
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